Tragedy of the Partnership: A Critique of Elinor Ostrom

By Walter Block* and Ivan Jankovic†

Abstract. Elinor Ostrom thinks she has discovered a third way apart from private and government property: the commons. In her view, there is no “tragedy” associated with this third option. The present article takes strong issue with her. Our claim is that she has not properly distinguished between a commons and partnership arrangements. In the former case, outsiders cannot be excluded from entry; in the latter, they can. The reason for this confusion between the commons and private property in Ostrom’s work is that she believes private property is possible only if government protects and enforces it. We show by using various historical examples that this assumption is wrong, and hence the central tenet of Ostrom’s model of the commons fails.

I. Introduction

The academic reception of Elinor Ostrom’s work in the social sciences is a curious one. One could rarely find an example of an economic theory so widely and overwhelmingly praised and accepted among such a diverse and often hostile group of authors. It is more than passing curious not only that Elinor Ostrom, a political scientist, was awarded a Nobel Prize in Economics, but that her work is equally praised by a wide spectrum of authors, from the far left to the far right.¹ Socialists like her argument because it seems to show that free markets and private property are not the magical solutions for all economic problems, while some free-market-oriented authors do so because it seems to support the Hayekian (1945) philosophy of using the local
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and tacit, spontaneous-order knowledge for social cooperation and coordination, instead of one-size-fits-all government-imposed solutions (Pennington 1997). In reviewing the literature on Ostrom we were unable to locate a single critical paper or comment on her work in any academic journal or book.² When we add to this that her major argument is considered to be a radical and path-breaking revision of both classical state-centered environmentalism and free-market doctrines, this remarkable lack of critical scrutiny becomes somewhat of a mystery.

The purpose of this article is to try to correct this uncritical acceptance of Ostrom’s work by concentrating on one of the essential elements of her theory: the doctrine of “governing the commons” as a solution for the famous problem of the “tragedy of the commons.” As we hope to demonstrate more in detail, Ostrom makes two errors that undercut the basis for her entire project.

First, she seems to conceptually misunderstand the very notion of private property rights and therefore to conflate one specific contractual variation of those rights, namely, partnership or condominium, with an allegedly new form of “governance” that is neither under government control nor that of free-market participants. All the time, Ostrom thinks she is talking about the “commons” and how it is “governed,” whereas in reality she is discussing various forms of private partnerships.

Second, this error is based on and is actually reinforced and amplified by a further mistake of assuming that any viable system of commercial self-regulation or enforcement of private property rights always has to be based on government force and imposed on individuals from without. We demonstrate that this is not the case and that historically many legal and economic frameworks regulating market activities emerged spontaneously in the market system with voluntary cooperation.³ Therefore, the fact that what Ostrom calls “governance of the commons” is not enforced by the government does not deny it is a form of private property.

In conclusion, we argue that the unjustified support for Ostrom’s allegedly revolutionary findings is ill-advised: her research is significant and illuminating but its character was radically misunderstood by both the author and her many and diverse admirers. She did not discover any “new” form of governance beyond private property and
government control. Rather, she discussed some interesting variations in contractual regulation and enforcement of private property rights. Her enterprise properly belongs to the sociology of contracts, rather than to economic theory.

In Section II we present her model, and some of its deficiencies. Section III is given over to an examination of the sources of Ostrom’s error. The subject of Section IV is Ostrom’s misguided Hayekianism. We conclude in Section V.

II. The Model and the Problems with It

Ostrom (1990) starts her most well-known book, Governing the Commons, by defining and briefly discussing the “commons” as well as private property rights and government intervention. Here, at the first step, she injects conceptual confusion into the analysis, an error that plagues and renders untenable the rest of the book. She starts by defining commons in a conventional way, by citing Hardin (1968: 1244) talking about the situation with many herders and public land that becomes overgrazed since nobody has an incentive to limit the exploitation of the common property:

Therein is the tragedy. Each man is locked into a system that compels him to increase his heard without limit—in a world that is limited. Ruin is the destination toward which all men rush, each pursuing his best interest in a society that believes in the freedom of commons.

But, curiously enough, although she mentions that the critical element responsible for the tragedy of the property held “in common” is that it is “open to all” (it is not excludable) Ostrom almost immediately forgets all about this insight of hers, and in the rest of the book treats the commons as simply a synonym for group property. The effect of this is that the very definition of private property, known from the Roman law until today, is rendered irrelevant; Ostrom offers her own idiosyncratic definition in which private property means by and large that only a “single individual” has control over a definite resource. This is obvious in her argument against privatization of the “commons”: the only way she can imagine the commons could be privatized is by
dividing up a territory among the two or more herders. And then Ostrom (1990: 12) argues that this is an economically inefficient system:

Those recommending the imposition of privatization on the herders would divide the meadow in half and assign half of the meadow to one herder and the other half to the second herder. Now each herder will be playing a game against nature in a smaller terrain, rather than a game against another player in a larger terrain. The herders now will need to invest in fences and their maintenance, as well as in monitoring and sanctioning activities to enforce their division of the grazing area.

The obvious problem with this is: Why would the herders necessarily have to divide the land up into the two separate pieces? This is a completely arbitrary limitation. It would be the same as to say that the privatization of a formerly state-owned enterprise cannot be carried out by selling it to two partners who would jointly manage and control the entire establishment; that there has to be one and only one exclusive owner of every single asset or firm. This is clearly incorrect. However, Ostrom, without giving us any reason whatsoever, urges us to accept this constraint in the case of meadows or fisheries and other environmental goods: Why would the two specific contractors, the co-owners of a meadow, be limited in their contractual options in a way no others are? Why could not they share the ownership and control rights in the same way the partners share those rights in the case of other commercial enterprises? We do not assert that these two would do this, merely that they could. Ostrom does not see this even as a possibility. We do not find such arbitrary limitations in the case of ownership of any conventional commercial asset, owned by more than one person: actually, there is a tremendous diversity of contractual arrangements regulating such kinds of joint ownership.

For examples we have only to look at the variety of contractual forms in the case of firms: there are unlimited liability partnerships; partnerships with asymmetrical liability where some partners bear the full risk while the others have limited liability; corporations that have limited liability in principle, but their governance mechanism is rather indirect with hired managers operating the firm (which is far less common in any kind of partnership). Ostrom assumes, but without offering any evidence whatsoever, that the range of possible
contractual variations in the case of a multi-person ownership over the environmental assets would be far narrower and actually reduced to the physical division of the resource into as many parts as there are the co-owners.

Ostrom (1990: 22) makes her analysis even less consistent when she concedes at one point that privatization actually does not have to mean dividing up the resource: “privatizing may not mean dividing up at all. Privatization can also mean assigning the exclusive right to harvest from a resource to a single individual or firm.” This serves only to further weaken her argument and underlines our previous objection: If privatization could mean the right to harvest (*usus fructus* in Roman law), why could this right be assigned only to individuals or single firms? Why not to a group of individuals, forming a firm organized as a partnership? If harvesting a resource by one man is private property how come it is no longer private property when done by 10 people? By what magic does this get converted into a “commons?” Both one man and a group have a right to exclusively harvest the resource and to prevent anyone else from doing so. The only difference is that in the latter case several people would have to draw up rules determining how to divide the proceeds and how to control and monitor the orderly operation of the agreement. But, this has to be done by the individuals forming *any* kind of business enterprise, including corporations, private partnerships, and so on. It is not clear what is different in the case of Ostrom’s “commons”?

There is no basis for such an assumption at all, and moreover, Ostrom herself unintentionally provides plenty of evidence to the contrary. Simply, the legal and economic essence of private property is not “single individual ownership”; the critical elements, rather, are transferability and excludability—the ability to prevent non-owners from the use and exploitation of the resource in question. Something can be owned by more than one owner, and this is called a private partnership: the contractual arrangement in which two or more people share the proceeds of the use of a given resource or good, according to the stipulations of an agreed upon contract. What places the arrangement under the rubric of private property is not the number of actors involved, but the character of the legal relationship that they have among themselves and towards outsiders. Unlike the commons where
the resource in question is “open to all,” as Hardin clearly says, so no person can lawfully exclude anyone else from its utilization, the private property regime, whether in the form of partnership or any other, allows a person or a group of people to exclude all the outsiders and regulate their own rules of using the resource as they see fit, without any physical or legal division of property whatsoever. There is not a single, one-size-fits-all template of how partnership relations are to be defined and regulated. Rather, there is a general, one-size-fits-all legal and economic principle governing all such arrangements: the partners each own a certain percentage of a thing, or a resource, divide the proceeds and obligations among themselves according to a formula freely agreed upon, and can together legally exclude any other persons from utilizing the resource in question. If 20 herders graze their cattle on a meadow, this might mean that a meadow is a “commons,” if they simply found a piece of land and let their cattle graze it. If the 21st and 22nd herders later show up with their flocks, the previous 20 herders in this scenario would not have any lawful means of excluding them. However, if those 20 people share the private property right over a meadow, then the self-same 21st and 22nd herders could be lawfully excluded from grazing and the meadow is not a “commons” anymore. The basic problem with Ostrom’s treatment of private property and the commons is that she simply does not make the distinction between these two cases. This is such a crucial point that we will risk the charge of repetitiveness, and make it again in other words: If Ostrom were to realize, be aware of, admit, this distinction, her entire edifice would fall to the ground.

Therefore, we surmise, Ostrom does not seem to understand the basic definition of private property as a right to control a certain thing and to exclude all others from controlling and using it. This is best seen by the fact that Ostrom (1990: 23) describes the form of governance that is the main subject of analysis of her book as a “limited access common pool resource.” But, the “commons” cannot be a resource with “limited access.” The very fact of limitation of access indicates that the resource in question is transferred from the status of “commons” into private hands. Being open to all is the very definition of a commons; abolish open access, introduce excludability and there can no longer be a commons.
One example Ostrom (1990: 62) offers for the alleged non-market governance of the “commons” is the case of Swiss villagers who control jointly the Alpine meadows:

Written legal documents dating back to 1224 provide information regarding the types of land tenure and transfers that have occurred in the village and the rules used by the villagers to regulate the five types of communally owned property: the alpine grazing meadows, the forests, the “waste” lands, the irrigation systems, and the paths and roads connecting privately and communally owned properties. On February 1, 1483, Torbel residents signed articles formally establishing an association to achieve a better level of regulation over the use of the alp, the forests and the waste lands .. The boundaries of the communally owned lands were firmly established long ago, as indicated in a 1507 inventory document. Access to well defined common property was strictly limited to citizens who were specifically extended communal rights.

Ostrom is here simply employing a definitional sleight of hand: instead of talking about the “principals” or “partners” (as she did when she was talking about the case of a law firm), who contractually manage the use of their jointly owned private property, she suddenly changes the language and in an obfuscating way describes exactly the same kind of economic activity in terms of political phraseology (“governance,” “self-government,” “communal rights,” and “commons”). Ostrom continues to call the arrangement a “commons” although her own description and the citations she provides make it plainly obvious that it is not a commons at all; it is rather a specific form of partnership of the villagers of Torbel. First, they can exclude anyone else from using their so-called communal property. As one of the authors Ostrom cites says, it was not enough to have private agricultural land in the village or around it to be admitted as a co-owner of the alpine “commons”; one has to be admitted by the existing owners. The simple question is: What kind of “commons” is it that has the owners capable of excluding anyone else from its utilization?9

Further, Ostrom herself describes the legal arrangements of this alleged case of governing the commons, which make it clear that she is talking about private property arrangements: “Four fifths of the alpine territory is owned by some form of common property; by local villages (Gemeinden), by corporations or by cooperatives. The remaining
alpine territory belongs either to the cantons or to private owners or
groups of co-owners” (Ostrom 1990: 64). The first problem here is:
What is exactly the economic difference between the “local villages”
and the “groups of co-owners”? Every village is a group of people. If a
“village” has a property right over a certain resource this only means
that a given group of people are the co-owners of the resource in ques-
tion. A “village” or a “group” — they are from the legal and economic
point of view one and the same thing. The only way to make any sense
of this curious distinction is to assume that if the co-owners are not
from the same village, that is private property (groups of “private co-
owners”), but if they come from the same village, then that is
“governing the commons.”10

The supreme irony of this is that Ostrom’s main claim is that her
“governance” mechanisms represent a thus far unheard of alternative to
both private property and government control: the evidence she
presents shows, however, that in the Swiss alpine region those alleged
“mechanisms” are either some form of private property (corporations,
cooperatives, individual ownership, partnerships) or government own-
ership and control.11 Instead, “beyond the market and the Leviathan,”
as the subtitle of one of the chapters of Ostrom’s book says, the evi-
dence she presents says clearly, “either market or Leviathan, and noth-
ing beyond these two.” Simply, the alpine meadows, wastelands, and
other “communal assets” in Switzerland that she discusses are in most
cases owned and operated by the associations or partnerships of pri-
vate persons, and their voluntary arrangements are mostly recognized
as legitimate by the government. The associations Ostrom describes
(partnerships, condominiums, or cooperatives) exercise all the rights
of control and use of resources characteristic of any other form of
private property: they have a right of usus fructus (operating the
asset and using the proceeds—income derived from that utilization),
the exclusion of other non-owners from using the same asset, exit
and entry controls, and, finally, control of the mechanisms of prop-
erty title transfers.

We encounter exactly the same situation in other examples Ostrom
offers as a means to substantiate her concept of alleged local
“governance of commons.” For example, Ostrom (1990: 19) describes
the management of a fishery in Alanya, Turkey as follows:
1. Each September, a list of eligible fishers is prepared, consisting of all licensed fishers in Alanya, regardless of co-op membership.

2. Within the area normally used by Alanya fishers, all usable fishing locations are named and listed. These sites are spaced so the nets set in one site will not block the fish that should be available at the adjacent sites . . .

3. In September, the eligible fishers draw lots and are assigned to the named fishing locations.

Ostrom (1990: 19) further explains how the fishermen in question sign a formal contract every year, and how they themselves create workable mechanisms for monitoring and enforcing the agreement. Yet, she does not consider relevant the fact that the arrangement in question excludes all other “non-eligible” fishermen from using the resource! She keeps calling the model a “commons”! This, despite the fact that the members of this industry, according to the arrangement, can even sell their fishing rights to other people, which is the critical element of transferability for establishing private property rights. Not only can they exclude others but they also can trade their private shares in the enterprise.

The lack of any serious concept of private property rights in Ostrom’s analysis is best demonstrated by the fact that she explains several typical, even canonical, forms of private partnership in terms of mythical forms of “collective governance.” For example, in order to bolster her case that there could be some third format for resolving the tragedy of the commons apart from government and the markets, she points to law firms, a canonical example of private partnerships if ever there was one. Ostrom argues law firms demonstrate that people are sometimes capable of resolving the problem of free riding by non-market forms of coordination. So, instead of treating this quintessentially private partnership as a typical form of free market coordination Ostrom deals with it as a rudimentary and imperfect form of “governing the commons.” Yes, a law firm is not really a commons, she concedes, but nevertheless it uses in an imperfect form the governance mechanism she thinks goes beyond anything the free markets would do and that is much better realized in the environmental cases she analyzes. Ostrom (1990: 23–24) avers:
What is needed is an adequately specified theory of collective action whereby a group of principals can organize themselves voluntarily to retain the residuals of their own efforts. Examples of self-organized enterprises abound. Most law firms are obvious examples: A group of lawyers will pool their assets to purchase a library and pay for joint secretarial and research assistance. They will develop their own internal governance mechanisms and formulas for allocating costs and benefits to the partners. Most cooperatives are also examples.

What is really important here is that Ostrom properly characterizes the people who together form a law firm as “partners.” But she does not call the people who create different governance mechanisms to prevent the tragedy of the commons “partners,” despite the fact that what they typically do, as Ostrom herself demonstrates, is nothing less than creating a multi-person private ownership agreement over an asset, and then supplementing it by a contractually agreed upon mechanism of governance and enforcement in order to provide for the division of proceeds and allocation of costs among the partners. Every single example Ostrom uses in her book to demonstrate the allegedly new and specific “non-market” nature of her mechanism of “governing the commons” involves a group of people with joint, exclusive, private ownership over an asset (usually an environmental good, such as meadows, water springs, fisheries, and so on). Just like the partners in a law firm who use internal mechanisms to coordinate their joint use of the firm’s library, offices, or secretarial services, the fishermen or herders use internal contractual stipulations to coordinate the use of their assets held in partnership.

But, quite inconsistently, Ostrom, as we had seen in the case of Swiss villagers, does not count as private property either cooperatives or condominiums, nor even corporations! Every single form of ownership that includes more than one person is for her magically transformed into a mythical case of “communal ownership.” This does not make any sense from a legal point of view. Joint private ownership is as old as Western civilization and survives, even prospers, to this day. The very concept of *condominium* or *Communio pro indiviso* originated in the Roman law and pertained to a joint ownership by more than one person over a certain asset that is either purchased or inherited together. As Mousourakis (2012: 156), a contemporary scholar of Roman law notes, this system
arose when two or more individuals purchased or acquired through inheritance or legacy the same property in common. This form of co-ownership was often voluntarily entered into by partners engaged in a joint business venture. In this case each joint owner had a share in the common property and could use, alienate, pledge or otherwise burden his share as he saw fit. Moreover, in proportion to his share, he had a right of enjoyment of common property. However, he did not have a right of disposal in respect of the property as a whole because such disposal required an agreement among all the co-owners.

All partners retain full access to the asset and the particulars of the division of proceeds are in various ways agreed upon by all of them internally. Ostrom never explains what it is that the classical Roman *Communio in indiviso* or contemporary law firms are doing that does not apply to her villagers, fishermen, and herders. Every single example she offers as “commons” is without exception really a Roman *condominium*.

### III. The Sources of Error

The basic reason for the misconception about property rights that permeates Ostrom’s work is the conviction that free markets and private property rights cannot exist in the absence of government control. In Ostrom’s view, police, judiciary, contract enforcement, and adjudication of disputes—all of this is to be provided by the entity called the “state” or even the “Leviathan” state. As Ostrom (1990: 15) says:

> Both centralization advocates and privatization advocates accept a central tenet that institutional change must come from outside and be imposed on individuals affected ... A competitive market—the epitome of private institutions—is itself a public good. Once a competitive market is provided, individuals can enter and exist freely whether or not they contribute to the cost of providing and maintaining the market. No market can exist for long without underlying public institutions to support it.

Obviously, Ostrom is a proponent of the standard political science orthodoxy that identifies the very possibility of peaceful individual cooperation, including market cooperation, with the existence of “public goods,” primarily government judiciary adjudication of disputes, as well as police enforcement of contracts and punishment of
lawbreakers. If any of these elements are missing, there could not be private property rights in force. Hence, whenever she sees an institution that looks like private property, but in whose functioning some of these elements of government public goods to “support” it are lacking, she is puzzled. She then seeks to find some new name and concept to explain it. She cannot accept the possibility that there could be a market without government and that there could be and are private contracts that are not enforced by this institution:

Private-property rights depend upon the existence and enforcement of a set of rules that define who has a right to undertake which activities on their own initiative and how the returns from that activity will be allocated. In other words, rules and rulers are required to establish, monitor and enforce a property system. (Ostrom 2000: 342)

The best and perhaps quickest way to demonstrate the absurdity of this notion of the Leviathan state as the only viable system of enforcement of private property rights is to look historically at some prominent examples of private property rights being protected by private associations and without conventional “public goods.”

The first striking example of such systems is the Roman Republic. First, the courts and judges in the Roman Republic were mostly private; there was a government official called praetor whose function it was to monitor the judicial process. But his role was rather limited: to draw up the list of potential judges (iudexes) from the private citizenry and then, after a trial was finished, to formalize, rubber stamp the verdict, without the right to change it. The judges were private citizens paid by the litigating parties, not bureaucrats on the payroll of the government. The prosecutor was also a private entrepreneur who would take on this role for money on behalf of the plaintiff. There was no public prosecutor who would protect the law on behalf of the state. The entire legal process was controlled by private persons (Riggsby 2010; Mousourakis 2012).

Further, the very “law” according to which the judges were adjudicating for the most part was a product of private commentaries and studies by the legal scholars, who were not working for the state but for private parties, and whose prestige depended only on their knowledge, quality of reasoning, and public approval. The written law of the Roman Republic, the so called Law of 12 tables, emerged as a codification of
the ancient Roman common law. But it was interpreted in accordance with the concepts and theories of private legal scholars who developed the body of doctrine known as Roman law over the centuries. It was not a product of government edict or legislation, but of the long process of private scholarly refinement, adjustment, and acceptance by the community. As Cicero said, the good *iurisprudence* (legal scholar) should have the ability to perform three functions: *agere, cavere, and respondere*, which meant, respectively, to be a good attorney, to serve as a legal advisor, and, finally, to be able to offer an expert opinion if invited by the *preator* or *iudex* (Mousourakis 2012). The Roman legal scholars could be compared to U.S. Supreme Court judges, the only difference being that their theories were not enforced by government force, but rather by their scholarly prestige and voluntary acceptance of their interpretations by the market participants. Hence, Roman law was not a “public good” at all. Yet, it gave us the most perfect and penetrating definitions of private property (in its many forms and shapes), private contracts, and the entire remaining universe of what has come to be known as “private law.”

Not only were Roman law and judicial processes not public but private goods; the enforcement of verdicts and contracts was also entirely private. The Romans did not have the institution of “police” at all. Simply, it was up to the plaintiff both to provide the presence of the defendant in court, as well as to enforce the verdict once it was reached, by using force, if necessary. Nobody had a “monopoly of violence” in the Roman Republic. For the most part, judicial proceedings amounted to a private arbitrage among the willing parties. Alternatively, the plaintiff would use force to drag the defendant to the courthouse. But, in neither case had government any role to play whatsoever. Riggsby (2010: 67), a leading scholar of Roman law, clearly concedes this, although with certain level of amazement:

> At all times, but especially during the Republic, the Roman government lacked a police force and other bureaucracies that could check ordinary crime, much less control behavior that was less dangerous but still disfavored. Attempts have been made to find elements of the Roman government that might have taken on those functions, but the evidence has been lacking. No magistrate had a major responsibility in this area, nor did any have at his disposal the large number of dedicated employees that would have been required to police the city the size of Rome.
Even the military was private as well as the system of taxation, which depended mostly on voluntary contributions. Bertrand de Jouvenel ([1949] 1976): 101–102) in this way nicely summarizes the socio-political set up of the Roman Republic:

Right through her republican period Rome never knew the means of public coercion and had for force only the people themselves, who could at need answer the summons of the leaders of society. Only those decisions were possible on which there was a general agreement, and, in the absence of any state apparatus, their execution depended solely on the cooperation of the public. The army was but the people in arms, and the revenues but the sums gifted by the citizens, which could not have been raised except by voluntary subscriptions. There was not, to come down to the essential point, an administrative corps.

If we judge the Roman republican institutions and practices by the criteria Ostrom offers we would be hard pressed to avoid the conclusion that the Romans could not have known of private property or free-market competition at all, since they did not have any “public goods” to “sustain” them, or at least none of the sorts we have been discussing.

They were living in a pure anarchy, at least from the point of view of the conventional economic theory Ostrom uses to study what she calls the “commons.” We would have to rename the Roman contract and property law as “the system of governing the commons” were we to apply her “insights” to this historical epoch.

Let us analyze another canonical example of a universally accepted legal system that originated entirely as a private practice over the centuries and yet was perfectly capable of governing people’s interactions across many continents and centuries—the so-called Law Merchant. This law emerged from the remnants of Roman legal tradition during medieval times, and was created primarily as an international quasi-legal mechanism to regulate international business; to enforce contracts and obligations and adjudicate disputes among merchants irrespective of the place and country. This law was a codification of the existing customary practices of international traders; as Trakman (1980: 3), a medieval scholar, notes, “merchants have acquired their own ability to govern their affairs on the basis of good faith and reciprocity.”

The Law Merchant was not a form of legislation legislated by any national or local assembly, but rather an informal private code created
by an international community of merchants and used to govern their own affairs. It provided no legal penalty in national laws, and the principles of the law were just the formalization of the customary practices that made the law understandable and legitimate in the eyes of merchants across the Mediterranean region. From the very beginnings this private, customary quasi-law actually took precedence over “national” laws:

Merchants were obliged to observe their commitments. Good faith was the essence of the mercantile agreement. Reciprocity and the threat of business sanctions compelled performance. The ordinary undertakings of merchants were binding because they were “intended” to be binding, not because any law compelled such performance. Mandatory law was not to impede the self-sufficient pacts of merchants. (Trakman 1980: 7)

However, not only did the private, customary codes of merchants take precedence over local legislation, the procedures of enforcement were also private and free from any political interference. The merchant court did not follow the same rules of procedure devised and observed by the civil courts; theirs were much quicker, more informal (“from tide to tide”) because the needs of merchants required that business would not be interrupted by elaborate bureaucratic formalities. Here are just some of the specific features of the Law Merchant that were not accepted under any civil law statute of civilized countries:

Notarial attestation was usually dispensed with and the sign manual was accepted as sufficient documentary attestation for evidentiary purposes. Verbal evidence could contradict even a written document where the amount in dispute exceeded one hundred livres … In addition, verbal agreements were sufficient to found private partnership. No formal delivery was necessary in passing the property in a thing from the seller to the purchaser. The use of an agent did not require formal authorization. Nor the agent acquired any independent rights or liabilities on his own. (Trakman 1980: 14)

Further, the judges in these merchant courts were not lawyers but the merchants themselves! It was believed that attorneys lacked sufficient knowledge of the substance of trade disputes to be able to contribute. As well, they were inclined to take a too formalistic approach, which
could have jeopardized the business by prolonging the adjudications. As trade increased during medieval times, this merchant *imperio* within *imperi* also grew stronger and became much more entrenched. The merchant courts, which in the beginning were normal courts with special privileges and rules, became completely privatized and converted over time into the so-called Guild Courts, the bodies entirely governed by merchants themselves that regulated all trade-related issues in a community. They constituted a completely parallel legal system to the existing civil law of many countries:

At the height of the Law Merchant era, the Merchant Guild, together with the courts of “fairs” and “staples”, held substantial sway over matters of commerce. Guild or city members, citizens and foreign merchants, all received commercially oriented justice within the jurisdiction. Often this power was substantial, even to the total exclusion of the ordinary courts of the land ... Under this commercial regime, the value of mandatory law, pre-emptory in nature and in effect, was rendered subservient to the business demands dictated by the trade environment. (Trakman 1980: 16)

The Law Merchant was a completely private system of law, developed by the merchants in the region of the Mediterranean, that took precedence over the local legislation and civil courts, and was enforced by the completely private, parallel legal apparatus composed of merchants themselves. If we follow Elinor Ostrom’s intellectual lead, this was a pure anarchy, with no “public goods” anywhere in sight to “sustain” the market, so this medieval international market simply could not exist. The Mediterranean merchants of the 12th or 13th centuries must have misunderstood their own enterprise as trade and commerce, unaware that what they were actually doing was just managing and governing the medieval “commercial commons.”

But Ostrom did not have to go that far into the past nor around the world in order to discover similar phenomena: taking a quick look at some experiences in the American “wild West” in the 19th century would suffice to dispel her notion about the necessity of public goods to sustain free markets and private ownership. Throughout a prolonged period before the formation of the states in the West, their settlement and economic development were completely anarchic. The function of
protection and creating “public goods,” such as physical protection or guaranteeing property rights, was performed by private associations and agencies. For example, the land settlement in the West was plagued by occasional disputes over boundaries and ownership titles. The settlers themselves created so-called land clubs, completely private associations that successfully arbitrated in settling the disputes and regulating the relationships between the farmers. The land clubs provided not only the services of policing but also of court adjudication for a fee paid by the “insurers,” i.e. farmers. For everything that we now know, those private “governments” performed their protection services mostly without violence (Bogue 1963). There were no government “public goods” financed by tax extortion there.

Another example is even more telling. It covers exactly the kind of arrangements Ostrom discusses in her book: local farmers managing their common problems of excluding unwanted outsiders. The cattlemen in the West created associations to protect their pastures from the new intruders once the land became scarce. They hired so-called stock detectives, which is to say— professional gunmen—to defend their property against intruders, an American-style “governance of the commons” (Osgood 1929). Are we really to believe that ruggedly individualistic American frontiersmen of the mid-19th century misunderstood their businesses as private enterprises, instead of properly characterizing them as “governing the prairie commons”? For the most part, they did not amalgamate into partnerships, but rather constituted themselves into individual ownership formats, but yet, just like Ostrom’s fishermen, cattlemen, and farmers all over the world, they did not need any “public goods” or bureaucracy to protect their property rights.

In the case of the mining camps in California, Colorado, Idaho, and other Western territories, many permanent territorially organized private “governments” were established in the 19th century with their own “constitutions,” laws, and rules. The entire state of Colorado was divided up among numerous independent, private local authorities, and in many mining camps all over the West, the government lawyers or any other of its agents were not welcome at all. A statute of one of those territorial units, the Union Mining District, provided: “Resolved, that no lawyer be permitted to practice law in this district under penalty of not more than fifty, nor less than twenty lashes, and be forever...
banished from this district” (Anderson and Hill 1979: 20). Instead of government lawyers and statist adjudicating procedures, the miners used their own private courts. Does that mean the California gold miners were actually somehow managing the “environmental commons” by creating those private institutions, instead of protecting their lives, liberty, and property? Hardly.

If we do not want to reach such an absurd conclusion, then Ostrom’s entire argument about “commons” has to be rejected as untenable. The fact that some institutional arrangement does not perfectly fit the models of contemporary political science or neoclassical economics requiring “public goods” does not mean the arrangement is not one of private property rights. As we have seen, there had been some very important and long-lasting systems of private and contractual rights that were neither created nor enforced by governments. In order to assess the character of the institutional regime in question we should not look at the agency of enforcement but at the content and the logic of the arrangement itself. The fact that the Swiss villagers or Indonesian irrigators for the most part manage their contractual arrangements themselves without government’s help does not tell us anything about the nature of their arrangements. For that we have to study their economic and legal content. This analysis clearly shows that they represent private property, not a “commons.”

In her paper “Neither Market nor State,” Ostrom (1994) formulates eight conditions that a governance system has to fulfill in order to efficiently control the problem of the commons. This only reinforces skepticism about the theoretical viability of the very concepts of commons and common pools resources, at least as she uses them. According to Ostrom (1994: 6–11), in order to function properly, the “commons” must be “governed” according to the following criteria:


This again shows that Ostrom’s understanding of the distinction between private, commons, and government property is at best tenuous. The main problem is that most, if not all of them, equally, or even
better, could be applied to private property rights. Take, for example, "clearly defined boundaries": this describes perfectly the conditions for privately owned land. Is there an individual in the world who currently could own a piece of land with unknown boundaries? If not, what is the purpose of listing this condition as peculiar for “common-pool” resources?

The second condition is just as dubious: it represents a fancy formulation of the simple concept that those who reap the benefits of exploiting a resource should bear the costs. Rules have to be put in place to make sure this is the case. But, every private property regime does exactly the same thing: implements mechanisms to provide for the “congruence” of who gains and who pays. Moreover, this is one of the main defining features of a successful private property rights model in neo-institutional economics. Those rules may vary, depending upon different circumstances and the type of the organization at hand. A corporate firm would have a board of directors, use stock market prices, deal with threats of a “hostile” takeover, award stock options to the managers, and so on. Partnerships typically employ other internal mechanisms, such as unanimous decision making. How a group of 20 farmers are going to control joint exploitation of a meadow is from the economics point of view no different and no more interesting than how a group of 20 law firm partners are going to monitor and control the use of the firm’s jointly owned library or secretarial services.

The third condition also yields obfuscation: by “collective-choice arrangements,” Ostrom presumably means that the members of the group or partnership in question have to formulate the rules governing the operation of their enterprise together, consensually. But, this is equally true of any conventional private partnership or condominium. Ostrom merely uses political language in describing purely private economic relations among a group of individuals who together own and manage an economic resource. This gives the impression to the unwary, of whom there are altogether too many, that we are witnessing a political mechanism, but we are not. Otherwise, we can with equal justification claim that trading at the stock market represents a “collective choice arrangement.”

The next three conditions are even more peculiar: sanctions, monitoring, and conflict resolution. What kind of private property rights regime lacks any of these?
IV. Ostrom’s Misguided Hayekianism

One of the curious elements in Ostrom’s theory of commons “governance” is her appropriation of the Hayekian theory of decentralized knowledge used by local actors as more efficient than centralized government control. However, the way Ostrom uses this theory is very lax, offering a version of it that misrepresents the basic thrust of the theory at critical points. Most significantly, Hayek’s (1945) theory was developed as a response to the socialists and reinforced the argument by von Mises (1922) against the possibility of economic calculation under socialism. It is part and parcel of the argument that private property rights and market prices are the only efficient mechanisms for coordinating economic activity. Ostrom’s pop-Hayekianism, in sharp contrast, uses his argument for decentralization in order to “prove” that market prices and private property are inefficient and actually unnecessary in regulating certain areas of economic activity.

The intellectual battle that gave rise to Hayek’s argument started with Mises’s path-breaking paper “Economic Calculation in the Socialist Commonwealth,” in which he showed that a socialist economy, devoid of private property in the factors of production, could not calculate market prices and hence would be unable to rationally economize on the use of scarce resources (Mises [1933] 1975). Shifting the emphasis from the ethical and legal to the economic and calculational aspects of private property, Mises had shown that private property is an indispensable instrument for economizing resources, which is necessarily based on meaningful market prices. In their absence, as he said, the economic activity would have been a “leap in the dark” (Mises [1922] 1951: 122).

Socialists were struck by this critique. They had never thought of the calculational problem and the coordinating role played by private property. Their attempts to salvage the doctrine from the Misesian challenge included the mathematical reformulations of their theory, and an attempt to improve the ideas of market socialism that would combine centralized allocation with decentralized management.

Hayek’s contribution in this debate was to analyze the problem of socialism in terms of centralization of knowledge. In a sense he reformulated the Misesian argument in a more epistemological and psychological manner. It is questionable to what extent this revision was
justified and even to what extent it was Misesian at all, but the important thing to bear in mind is that Hayek developed a theory he thought could better articulate Mises’s argument for markets and against socialism. Hayek is quite explicit about that: his emphasis on decentralized knowledge and his critique of concentration of power in the hands of central planners is not an end in itself. Hayek argues that the free market is efficient because it allows us, via market prices, to utilize significantly more knowledge that anyone in isolation could have at his disposal. As he says in the paper “Competition as a Discovery Procedure,” the function of market competition is to discover the most useful allocation of resources and patterns of investment. Here is one of the crucial examples of the decentralized use of knowledge that Hayek (1945: 525) gives to explain what kind of knowledge the “man on the spot” has to have and why:

There is hardly anything that happens anywhere in the world that might not have an effect on the decision he [the entrepreneur] ought to make. But he need not know of these events as such, nor of all their effects. It does not matter for him why at the particular moment more screws of one size than of another are wanted, why paper bags are more readily available than canvas bags, or why skilled labor, or particular machine tools, have for the moment become more difficult to obtain. All that is significant for him is how much more or less difficult to procure they have become compared with other things with which he is also concerned, or how much more or less urgently wanted are the alternative things he produces or uses. It is always a question of the relative importance of the particular things with which he is concerned, and the causes which alter their relative importance are of no interest to him beyond the effect on those concrete things of his own environment.

Hayek uses the concept of decentralized knowledge to develop a theory of production process in the capitalist economy—namely, to explain how numerous changes in local circumstances affect the relative prices of various productive factors and how and why the detailed technological knowledge of all these changes is neither possible nor necessary for a successful price calculation and allocation of the factors to their alternative uses. This theory allows Hayek to downplay the importance of improvements in technological and scientific knowledge for economic coordination and to emphasize the relatively much more
important role of tacit knowledge of local circumstances of time and place.

However, note the critical element here: this “tacit” knowledge is relevant only insofar as it gives rise to market prices that serve to coordinate and rationalize the distribution of productive factors. The local character of knowledge is irrelevant per se; what is really crucial is that this information accumulates the crystalized information through the myriad of individual interactions across time and space into the market price signals that serve to guide the investment and production decisions by the entrepreneurs, capitalists, and workers. It is part and parcel of the theory of developed capitalist production.

However, Ostrom transforms all of this into a free-floating sociological theory, completely divorced from economic analysis. What she got from Hayek’s theory can best be summarized as the notion that the local communities know better what is good for them than some distant government or corporate bureaucrat. At least half of her argument goes directly against Hayek’s theory. For Hayek, tacit knowledge and decentralization were the preconditions for efficient market functioning. For Ostrom, the very use of local knowledge shows that the market is inefficient. Ostrom believes that local knowledge is not a basis for a large-scale process of market production and coordination but rather an end in itself: local people know “their local stuff” and they will take care of their problems all on their own. They do not need any larger cooperation. The introduction of market prices will actually jeopardize their efforts, if anything.

IV. Conclusion

Ostrom is a brilliant scholar. Her research is meticulous. She intimately and interestingly describes important economic and legal phenomena in several places around the world. But her contribution is fatally flawed by failure to understand basic concepts of property rights.

Have we been spending a lot of time and space with our incessant piling up of evidence in support of this contention of ours? Yes, we confess, we have been doing just that. Is this practice of ours justified? Were Ostrom some run-of-the-mill scholar who made this error, it would not be defensible. But she won the Nobel Prize in economics.
She was the very first woman to have done so. She had no degree in economics, but rather in political science. Even if those were the only facts of the case, we would still not be warranted in dragging her through the intellectual mud as we have done, at least not so assiduously. What really justifies our method in regard to her is that, seemingly, the entire professions of economics, public policy, political science, and social science in general have been taken in by her siren song of the commons. If we are to correct the record, and rescue the concept of the tragedy of the commons from her pillaging of it, we can do no less than offer a page-by-page, paragraph-by-paragraph, and, in some cases, line-by-line refutation of her errors. This is precisely what we have done.

Notes

1. A particularly egregious example of this slavish unthinking hagiographic devotion is Boettke (2009). This comes from a scholar who really should have known better, since he usually favors private property rights and Austrian economics. Ostrom singles out Smith (1981) for special criticism, since Smith supports the free-market doctrine of the “tragedy of the commons,” while Ostrom rejects it. One would have thought that Boettke, otherwise a supporter of free enterprise, would have sided with Smith, not Ostrom; in the event, we are sadly disappointed.

2. The only exception is a critical review of Ostrom (1990) by Block (2011).

3. Ellickson (1994) studies one such case. Pinker (2011) maintains that this example is unimportant. For a critique of the latter, see Block (2013).

4. On privatizations in Canada, see Ohashi (1980) and Ohashi et al. (1980). A particularly interesting example is the Eastern European privatization after the collapse of communism in 1989. Many countries employed the models of privatization that included a transfer of ownership from the government to multiple persons. For example, in Seribna there had been two different laws governing privatization: first in the mid-1990s the former government ownership was transferred to the employees and the directors of the firms. Later on, since 2000, new legislation was passed according to which 70 percent of the ownership was sold to a single buyer on a public auction, while the remaining 30 percent of the shares were given to the employees. Was this a privatization according to Ostrom? No. For they divided a single resource, a firm, among many people, sometimes dozens, scores. If she stuck to her principles, she would have to characterize the result as a “commons.”

5. An analogy is the Herfindahl Index, or the four (or eight) firm concentration ratio utilized by neoclassical economics (Bork 1978; Brozen 1982; Posner
(2001), versus the Austrian view (Rothbard 1962; Block 1994) that eschews mere numbers of competitors in favor of the criterion of legal entry. Another difference is the end state views of Rawls (1971), which engages in the numerical counting of shares of income or wealth, in contrast to the process theory of Nozick (1973).

6. This is a right that can be exercised by one or more persons, depending upon the form of ownership
7. Two or more hands, it matters not one bit.
8. Are the present authors merely having a verbal dispute with Ostrom? We think not. We claim she is making a substantive error, not merely a definitional one.
10. If the present authors tried to sneak our own cattle (we do not have any now, but we could purchase some) onto this “commons,” which is presumably open to all and sundry, we might even succeed for a short time while the actual owners (this means it is not a commons where all are welcome) were doubled up in paroxysms of laughter at our temerity and idiocy. But, as soon as they recovered from their stomach cramps (likely, they would not have had as good a belly laugh like that in years), we and our cattle would be summarily booted out of this commons. Well, maybe not. Probably, they would tar and feather us, and keep our newly bought cattle for themselves as a penalty for our trespass.
11. The present authors of course do not deny that there is such a thing as a commons: not private owned, not controlled by government, where no one is precluded from entry. For example, the middle of the ocean.
12. For a critique of the “public goods” market failure argument, see Barnett and Block (2007, 2009); Block (1983, 2000, 2003); Cowen (1988); De Jasay (1989); Holcombe (1997); Hoppe (1989); Hummel (1990); Osterfeld (1989); Pasour (1981); Rothbard (1985, 1997); Schmidtz (1991); Sechrest (2003, 2004a, 2004b; 2007); Tinsley (1999). Rothbard’s (1997: 178) reductio ad absurdum of public goods is as follows: “A and B often benefit, it is held, if they can force C into doing something. ... [A]ny argument proclaiming the right and goodness of, say, three neighbors, who yearn to form a string quartet, forcing a fourth neighbor at bayonet point to learn and play the viola, is hardly deserving of sober comment.”
13. The present authors do not support the restrictive elements of the guild system. We are here concerned only with their functioning as private courts.
14. Other examples of functioning anarchist societies may be found here: Benson (1990); Clay (1997); Davies (2002); Friedman (1979, 2006); Leeson (2007); Long (1994); Peden (1977); Powell, Ford, and Nowrasteh (2008); Stringham (2003); Solvason (1992); Thompson (2006).
15. However, there is a de-homogenization literature that emphasizes not the compatibility of the views of these two Austrian economist, but rather their

16. See on this Lange (1936, 1937), Lange and Taylor (1936, 1938), and Lerner (1934); these socialist critics of Mises were so impressed with the importance of his critique that they actually proposed building a statue of him, and giving it the place of honor in their future socialist planning hall. See on this Hulsmann (2007) and Rothbard (1991).

17. See the Misesian critiques of Hayek in endnote 16, supra.
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